Theatres Open For "Arms and the Man" Plans Drama Instruction

Tickets for George Bernard Shaw's "Arms and the Man" will be on sale at the box office and in the lobby of the Pauline Edwards Theatre. Arnold Singer, director of the play and former president of the club, announced that he is planning to start a Dramatic Workshop for students interested in the various phases of the theatre work.

The next organization's visit will be on Thursday and will be scheduled for 4:30 in the Old Faces Revue was as advertised for that gathering. It is declared that, because of the president and Desia Reception, the scheduled time for the first meeting will be slated for 1109 for Day Session Education majors and in 1115 for Evening Session students. The forms must be submitted by mid-February. Students may also apply for the oral exam in the same place.

New Entertainers Sought For City Service Group

The City College Service Organization, currently conducting a talent search to bolster its entertainment, will audition for novelty acts, comedians, magicians, dancers, instrumentalists, and all other types of entertainers, Thursday and a week from Thursday at 8 in 4 N.

Revised Tutorial System Planned by Sigma Alpha

A new plan for tutoring students needing help in accounting, mathematics, the physical sciences and the liberal arts is being worked out by Sigma Alpha. City College's undergraduate headquarters will be the point of origin.

Ed Examines

Applications for the written English evening are due here by Feb. 16, and will be available in 1109 for Day Session Education majors and in 1115 for Evening Session students. The forms must be submitted by mid-February. Students may also apply for the oral exam in the same place.

Student Council to Investigate Investing of Excessive Money

A committee to investigate the possibility of investing the excessive cash in the Central Revenue, which was set up by Student Council at the governing board's meeting Friday. The sum under investigation is estimated to be at $10,000 and will probably be invested in United States Government bonds.

Reelect Mason Alumni Prexy

Gabriel R. Mason, principal of Abraham Lincoln High School, who was reelected president of the City College Alumni Association at its annual meeting in the Hotel Astor.

Semi-Annual Activities Fair to be Climax Of ICB Sponsored "Join a Club Week"

The Inter-Club Board sponsored "Join a Club Week," starting Monday, will be climax by the semi-annual Activities Fair next Thursday and Friday in Lounges C and E. Every major organization in the School will be represented at the Fair by a booth.

With the theme based on the circus, all decorations and refreshments will pertain to the Big Top. Appropriate material for the booth decorations will be supplied free of charge to any club representatives who request them tomorrow at 2 in Lounge 4B. Any group desiring to display its banners or emblems should take them to 921.

The Inter-Club Board sponsors "Join a Club Week." The Inter-Club Board announced that "Join a Club Week" will be one of its major activities in the fall semester. The Inter-Club Board is planning a variety of activities to encourage students to join clubs and organizations.

Prom Committee announced that "Join a Club Week" will be one of its major activities in the fall semester. The Inter-Club Board is planning a variety of activities to encourage students to join clubs and organizations.

The Inter-Club Board will be conducting a variety of activities to encourage students to join clubs and organizations.
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Cityites—Friendliness Synonymous to Frosh

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Whipple have moved into a new apartment in the St. Louis Hotel,打通ing formerly occupied by Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity. The Whipples have been married for over 50 years. Mr. Whipple is a retired corporate executive who has been involved in various community service organizations. Mrs. Whipple is an avid gardener and enjoys outdoor activities.

Advertising Manager Edriu-a-Chie/team edriu-a-Chie For more information on Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity, please visit their official website at sigeps.wisc.edu.

Hot, Sweet Java To Fight A Bomb

Off-campus residents are often in need of a quick meal or snack, whether it's a coffee shop or a street vendor, there's always a place to grab a hot drink and a quick bite to eat. However, as the bomb threat continues to escalate, the need for a quick and easy solution becomes even more urgent.

Of relating the various conditions under which coffee is made, one may note that the coffee prepared in the morning has a different taste than the coffee prepared in the afternoon. It is also important to consider the temperature at which the coffee is prepared, as well as the type of coffee beans used.

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Whipple have moved into a new apartment in the St. Louis Hotel,打通ing formerly occupied by Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity. The Whipples have been married for over 50 years. Mr. Whipple is a retired corporate executive who has been involved in various community service organizations. Mrs. Whipple is an avid gardener and enjoys outdoor activities.
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It's Same Old Story
As Five Rips B’klyn

By Larry Pollock

It couldn't compare with Lavender fives of old, but this year's edition of the City College basketball team still had enough to hand Brooklyn College it's annual drubbing to 127-45 at the Main Gym Saturday, the largest ever to witness a contest at the Beaver hangout.

The City men had boosted a string of 16 straight victories over the hapless Brooklynites in it's series dating back to 1934, but with the Lavender depleted to a mere shadow of it's former self, it seemed like this would finally be the year for Beaver.

But once the game got under way, it was the same old story. Breaking fast from the start, the Beavers soon raced to a 13 to 1 advantage at the opening period, and were never headed thereafter. Pacing the Lavender during these early quarters were Captain Jerry Domershick, who wound up high man for the evening with 15 points, and Bobby Logue, who tied for runner-up honors with Jerry Shorr, both tallying 14.

Coach Tubby Raskin's Brooklyn quintet then rallied for three quick buckets, but was far from the Manhattan game last week. City left no doubt in the fourth quarter, as to the eventual victory. Playing with a combination of the accuracy and shooting that the Beaver boxers were used to, the city team took the lead with 1:43 left in the final period.

In the Manhattan game last Tuesday, the City men were never headed thereafter. The final score was 99-54.

...9...10 and Out!

Beaver Boxers Beaten

In a series of bloody encounters that produced some of the hardest, most closely contested bouts ever viewed at the Carthage's Briskland Gymnasium, Yuri Shrooss, predominately and newly on the upswing, took the decision over Maurice Rothstein in the 156 lb. class.

130-pound Richie Evans initial of the evening's entertainment, setting the tone with the home team's Joe Walsh, who headed the latter lad to the decision, 30-20.

With five seconds remaining in the final round, Catholic's John Cronin was awarded the TKO over Murray Rothstein in the 135 lb. class. Both took turns rocking each other with right-hand jolts in the early rounds, but the referee stopped the bout when Rothstein, obviously bleeding, nasal passages in his nose.

Cool and poised Ronnie "Krakow" Schwartz, with the home team's captain, Joe Inearato, a boxing lesson in the 130 lb. class. The Beaver boxer refused to be bullied by his stronger and wild swinging adversary, causing Inearato to repeatedly miss the "little man who was never there."

However, the referee ruled the fight a draw.

The most spectacular and comercial
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With five seconds remaining in the final round, Catholic's John Cronin was awarded the TKO over Murray Rothstein in the 135 lb. class. Both took turns rocking each other with right-hand jolts in the early rounds, but the referee stopped the bout when Rothstein, obviously bleeding, nose hampered his breathing.
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The most spectacular and commercial

Sports: Commerce Quintet Conquers Airmen

By Joe Levin

Trying to start a new winning streak, the Business

Beavers edged out a rough and hustling Floyd Bennett Five, 63-60, at the latter's home court.

Although it was won going through the picture, the game was never in doubt as City showed superior rebound strength.

Pacing the Polanskiy were Howie Buss, and Jack Chudnoff scoring 22 and 16 points respectively. Both tallied up 10 rebounds.

The two minute mark of the second quarter the Flyers switched to a zone defense. At this point, City started to roll up the score. Chudnoff, hitting a set, and a one-handker plus two foul shots (four points) put the City Five ahead 38-26 at the end of the first half.

With a two point margin to the Beavers in terms of margin, the Flyers started to cut the deficit in the second half. Buss hit a foul shot and two jump shots. With two minutes left in the third quarter, the Flyers from Bennett Airfield started a comeback. A jump shot by a 71-53 count after falling 22-point advantage at the end of the first half.

In the Manhattan game last Tuesday, the City men were never headed thereafter. The final score was 99-54.
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